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Numerical and experimental evidence is given for the occurrence of the plateau states and concomitant corner modes proposed in [4]. It is argued that these states provide a better description of reality for small amplitude off-dispersion disturbances than the conventional Bernstein-Greene-Kruskal or cnoidal states such as those proposed in [3].

PACS numbers: 52.20.-j; 52.25.Dg; 52.65.-y; 52.65.Ff

Since the publication of the original Bernstein-Greene-Kruskal (BGK) paper [1], which described ways to construct a large class of nonlinear wave states, there has been an enormous literature that speculates about which of these states might occur in experiments, in nature, and in numerical simulations in various situations [2]. In his Comment [3], Schamel has written a broad spectrum diatribe touching on many points; we agree with some of these points, in fact, some of them were originally advocated by some of us. In particular, we are in agreement that off-dispersion excitations, made possible by particle trapping, are important. However, we will confine our response to those of his comments that are relevant to our paper, which is about the construction of an appropriate linear theory that describes the small amplitude limit. Schamel’s claim is that our lack of trapped particles invalidates our analysis even in this limit. Rather than reiterate the points made in our paper, we rebut his claim by providing further numerical and experimental evidence.

Our point is best made by a glance at Fig. 4 below that shows late time simulation results for two runs: an off-dispersion case (Run B), with the wide nearly $x$-independent plateau that we proposed for the distribution function, and an on-dispersion case (Run A), depicting the more conventional BGK or cnoidal wave state. Evidently, the more conventional BGK or cnoidal wave state is not the best description of the late time dynamics of the off-dispersion simulation.

In the following we will describe our nonlinear simulations that produced Fig. 4 and give comparison to our theory of [4]. This will be followed by a discussion of some experimental results that further provide evidence for the validity of our theory and, in particular, the existence of corner modes.

As in Ref. [4], we make use of a Eulerian code [5–7] that solves the Vlasov-Poisson equations for one spatial and one velocity dimension:

$$\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} + v \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} - E \frac{\partial f}{\partial v} = 0, \quad \frac{\partial E}{\partial x} = 1 - \int f dv,$$

where $f = f(x,v,t)$ is the electron distribution function and $E = E(x,t)$ the electric field. In [11], the ions are a neutralizing background of constant density $n_0 = 1$, time is scaled by the inverse electron plasma frequency $\omega_p^{-1}$, velocities by the electron thermal speed $v_{th}$, and lengths by the electron Debye length $\lambda_D$. For simplicity, all the physical quantities will be expressed in these characteristic units. The phase space domain for the simulations is $D = [0, L] \times [v_{min}, v_{max}]$. Periodic boundary conditions in $x$ are assumed, while the electron velocity distribution is set equal to zero for $|v| > v_{max} = 6$. The $x$-direction is discretized with $N_x = 256$ grid points, while the $v$-
direction with \( N_v = 12001 \).

In our previous simulations of Ref. [2], the initial equilibrium consisted of a velocity distribution function with a small plateau; however, here we assume a plasma with an initial Maxwellian velocity distribution and homogeneous density. We then use an external driver electric field that can dynamically trap resonant electrons and create a plateau in the velocity distribution. This is the same approach used in the numerical simulations of Ref. [8–10] and in the experiments with nonneutral plasmas in Ref. [11].

The explicit form of the external field is

\[
E_D(x,t) = g(t)E_{DM} \sin (kx - \omega_D t),
\]

where \( E_{DM} \) is the maximum driver amplitude, \( k = 2\pi/L \) is the drive wavenumber with \( L \) the maximum wavelength that fits in the simulation box, \( \omega_D = kv_{\phi D} \) is the drive frequency with \( v_{\phi D} \) the driver phase velocity, and \( g(t) = [1 + (t - \tau)^2]/\Delta \tau^2 \) is a profile that determines the ramping up and ramping down of the drive. The external electric field is applied directly to the electrons by adding \( E_D \) to \( E \) in the Vlasov equation. An abrupt turn-on or turn-off of the drive field would excite Langmuir (LAN) waves and complicate the results. Thus, we choose \( n = 10 \) so \( g(t) \) amounts to a nearly adiabatic turn-on and turn-off. The driver amplitude remains near \( E_{DM} \) for a time interval of order \( \Delta \tau \) centered at \( t = \tau \) and is zero for \( t \geq t_{off} \approx \tau + \Delta \tau/2 \). We will analyze the plasma response for many wave periods after the driver has been turned off.

We simulate both the excitation of an on-dispersion mode (Run A), a mode for which \((k, v_\phi)\) is on the thumb curve of Fig. 1 of Ref. [4], and an off-dispersion mode (Run B), that is off the thumb curve. The excitation of the on-dispersion mode is obtained through an external driver with \( k = \pi/10 \) and \( v_{\phi D} = 1.45 \), while for the off-dispersion mode we set \( k = 0.7 \) and \( v_{\phi D} = 1.5 \). The maximum driver amplitude \( E_{DM} = 0.01 \) has been chosen for each simulation in such a way that \( \Delta \tau \approx 10\tau_t \), with \( \tau_t \) being the trapping period [12]. Finally, the maximum time of the simulation is \( t_{max} = 4000 \), while the driver is zero for \( t \geq t_{off} = 2000 \).

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the fundamental spectral component of the electric field, \( E_k(t) \), for Run A (top) and Run B (bottom). In both plots one can see that after the driver has been turned off at \( t_{off} \) (indicated by the red-dashed lines in the figures), the electric field oscillates at a nearly constant amplitude.

Figure 2 depicts the resonance peaks for Run A (top) and Run B (bottom). In both plots one can see that after the driver has been turned off at \( t_{off} \) (indicated by the red-dashed lines in the figures), the electric field oscillates at a nearly constant amplitude.
The main differences between the on-dispersion and off-dispersion modes can be appreciated by examination of the phase space contour plots of the electron distribution function shown at \( t = t_{\text{max}} \) in Fig. 3. For Run A (top) a well defined trapping region that propagates in the positive \( x \)-direction is visible. The black-dashed and black dot-dashed lines in the figure represent the phase speed of the driver \( v_{\phi_D} \) and excited mode \( v_{\phi} \), respectively. For Run A it is easily seen that \( v_{\phi_D} \) and \( v_{\phi} \) are almost identical, meaning that the region of trapped particles generated by the external driver survives even when the driver is off and that this region streams with a mean velocity close to that of the driver. The physical scenario appears quite different for the off-dispersion mode of Run B (bottom). Here we observe a rather wide nearly \( x \)-independent plateau (the orange region of the plot) that is substantially wider than the separatrix for the trapped particles (small dark region at velocity close to \( v \approx 1.4 \)). Moreover, here the values of \( v_{\phi_D} \) and \( v_{\phi} \) are well-separated, meaning that the excited mode oscillates with a frequency smaller than that of the external driver.

The differences between Run A and Run B can be further appreciated by looking at the electron distribution function surface plots of Fig. 4. For Run A (top) we observe a trapped region modulated in the spatial direction, while for Run B (bottom) we see a flat region whose velocity width appears to be independent of \( x \). The on-dispersion Run A resembles the more conventional BGK type solution like Schamel’s, while the nearly \( x \)-independent off-dispersion plateau of Run B is very different, it being more like a quasilinear plateau. Since the on-dispersion case has no frequency shift, it appears that the trapping dynamics is dominated by a single wave and a BGK type solution is to be expected. For the off-dispersion case, where there is a frequency shift between the driver and the ringing wave, the trapping dynamics may involve multiple waves with different phase velocities. The interaction between these waves could be causing a band of chaotic dynamics that re-arranges phase space to provide a more quasilinear type of plateau.

Quantitative evidence for our theory can be extracted from Fig. 5 which shows \( f(x = L/2, v) \) as a function of \( v \) for Run A (top) and Run B (bottom). Again, black dashed and black dot-dashed lines indicate \( v_{\phi_D} \) and \( v_{\phi} \), respectively. Also here the phase velocity shift for the off-dispersion mode is evident; by taking into account the uncertainty due the finite time resolution of the simulations, we can estimate the interval in which the value \( \Delta v_{\phi}^{(\text{num})} := v_{\phi} - v_{\phi_D} \) of the phase speed shift falls. This gives \(-0.095 < \Delta v_{\phi}^{(\text{num})} < -0.0104 \). Using this we can compare the phase velocity shift obtained for Run B to the analytical prediction using the “rule of thumb” of Eq. (23) in Ref. [4]: the theoretical expectation for the phase velocity shift of the off-dispersion mode of Run B is \( \Delta v_{\phi}^{(\text{th})} \approx -0.0946 \) (with a value \( \Delta v_{\phi}^{(\text{th})} \approx -0.0933 \) obtained by increasing the resolution by two orders of magnitude in velocity), in very good agreement with the value obtained from the simulation. Thus our theory not only predicts the qualitative direction of the phase velocity shift, it gives a very good quantitative value.

To conclude, we show that there already exists pub-
lished qualitative experimental evidence [11] for the validity of the theory we proposed in [4]. Figure 6 of Ref. [11] depicts the plasma response to a drive at a spread of frequencies. In Fig. 6(b) the larger peak on the right corresponds to the Trivelpiece-Gould mode, which in this experiment corresponds to the LAN mode of the thumb curve, while the small peak on the right corresponds to the Electron-Acoustic wave. Thus, frequencies between these peaks and above the LAN peak correspond to off-dispersion modes. In addition, at the bottom of Fig. 6(b) is given an indication of the frequency shift between the plasma response, corresponding to a ringing mode, and that of the drive. Since $k$ is fixed, this frequency shift is equivalent to a shift in the phase velocity. Observe that the frequency shift is positive within the thumb curve (between the peaks) and is negative above the LAN peak. The directions of these shifts can be inferred from our theory, cf. the rule of thumb, Eq. (23) of Ref. [4]. In this equation $k^2 = M$ gives a frequency on the thumb curve, while a frequency of a corner mode, an off-dispersion excitation, is obtained by seeking a root with the addition of the plateau contribution (the remaining term of Eq. (23)). Because the rule of thumb gives the local shape of the plateau contribution, it is not difficult to infer the direction of the frequency shift relative to the drive. A straight bit of reasoning using the rule of thumb implies frequencies within the thumb curve and those above the LAN mode should shift in precisely the directions seen in the experiments.

More details about the simulations discussed here and further experimental verification of our theory will be the subjects of future works that are presently under preparation.

Postscript: In his response to the first version of the present Response, Schamel modified his Comment [3] in an attempt to use our numerical and experimental results to substantiate his case. We are not convinced by his arguments and stand by our original conclusion of [4]; viz., corner modes, under the circumstances we described, provide a better description of computational and experimental results than cnoidal/BGK modes.
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